Cadillac hp

Forget about the name change for a second. Or that this is the final era for gas-powered Vs.
Let's first live in the now and revel in the fact that the most powerful Cadillac ever is offered
with a manual transmission. That's right, the CT5-V Blackwing's hp supercharged 6. But with
this most excellent news comes equally bad news. Cadillac boss Rory Harvey confirms that the
CT5-V Blackwingâ€”along with its simultaneously announced CT4-V Blackwing siblingâ€”will
be the last gasoline-powered V models, capping off a brilliant run of ferociously capable yet
daily-drivable models that started with the CTS-V. It doesn't mean V is dead, but next time
around it'll be electric. Although this highest-performance CT5 is an evolution of the previous
CTS-V , both the model name and performance designation have changed this time around.
Although the Blackwing name started as a label for the exclusive-to-Cadillac twin-turbo V-8 that
powered the short-lived CT6 and CT6-V , the company now says it means simply "the pinnacle
of Cadillac performance. It seems silly to change the nomenclature now, right before another
total revamp to electric power. But, also, who really cares what it's called? We won't look a gift
Vpowered, shift-it-yourself supersedan in the mouth. The supercharged 6. Although the Eaton
four-lobe supercharger still displaces 1. Each engine is hand-built by a single technician at the
Corvette assembly plant in Bowling Green, Kentucky, who signs each of his or her creations.
Cadillac promises a 3. The quickest we got out of a CTS-V was 3. With the manual, the CT5-V
Blackwing will be slower. No one cares. After the previous CTS-V went automatic only, the
manual makes a triumphant and surprising return, complete with rev matching and no-lift-shift
functionality. Perhaps assisting in the about-face is the high desirability of the
two-generation-old manual CTS-Vâ€”particularly the bonkers wagon variant, which continues to
appreciate and trade at or even above its original sticker price. The expected take rate on the
CT5's manual is as high as 25 percent, according to product marketing manager Ken Kornas.
There are Brembo six-piston front and four-piston rear calipersâ€”available in gray, blue, red, or
bronzeâ€”shrouding For the first time, there are available carbon-ceramic rotors that shed a
claimed 53 pounds. There's also an electronic limited-slip differential, forged inch wheels,
transmission and rear-differential coolers, and the fourth generation of Cadillac's impressively
adjustable magnetorheological shocks. But they will likely perform more like Michelin's Cup 2
tires, as Cadillac says that the majority of the tire, which was developed specifically for the
Blackwing, uses R compound rubber. In October , Cadillac teased magnesium wheels , but the
automaker has provided no additional information on the lightweight wheels other than that
they won't be available at launch and are still planned to be an option at some point in the
future. The CT5-V Blackwing has numerous structural enhancements, including an underhood
strut tower brace emblazoned with a V, plus extensive aero work including a front splitter,
functional fender vents, and drag-reducing underbody panels, helping to push the CT5 to a
claimed and imprecise top speed of "over mph. Inside are available carbon-fiber-backed seats,
with red and white stitching supposedly inspired by racetrack curbing. The steering wheel
comes with a number plate to identify the car's build in the Blackwing sequence, as well as the
transmission. The built-in video, audio, and data recorderâ€”GM calls it a Performance Data
Recorderâ€”is back again, and the inch digital gauge cluster looks to have gotten a lot of the
Corvette's functionality. There's also a new steering-wheel switch to adjust the Performance
Traction Management PTM , which is a terrific idea. Before, drivers had to know to double tap
the stability-control-off button when in Track mode to enter Cadillac's and Corvette's excellent
high-performance traction- and stability-control programming modes, and then use the mode
switch to cycle among them. Let's hope this switch migrates back to the Corvette. Cadillac is
taking reservations now, with deliveries starting in the summer of Get the manual. New Cars.
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Photos. Michael Simari Car and Driver. Cadillac has unveiled its CT5-V Blackwing performance
sedan , which features a hp supercharged 6. They may be the last of their line, but they're also
the most track-capable V models ever, Cadillac says. More on the Blackwings. Blackwing
Details. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find
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simple. Please send your complaints to Cadillac if this all seems a bit, well, confusing. That's
step one. Still with us? Here's the payoff. You may know the Blackwing as an engine. That's
correct, it is an engine, but it's now also the name of the full-power V-series vehicles. Here's the
final bit to understandâ€”just because a Cadillac is called a Blackwing, doesn't mean it'll have
the Blackwing V Look, we warned you this wasn't simple or clear. What is clear is that the CT5-V
Blackwing promises be one of the hottest and most track-ready sports sedans on the market.

We expect that engine to make horsepower and it will be available with a speed automatic or a
six-speed manual. Here's a sentence we thought we'd never write: the Cadillac will be the only
vehicle in its class with a manual. The availability of a three-pedal version not only warms our
hearts, but it will also probably be more involving, engaging, and fun than the German
competition. Fun counts. Despite some of the most serious competition offering all-wheel drive,
all signs point to the Cadillac remaining rear-drive. While we're a little concerned that the new
Blackwing might not handle as well as its predecessor, recent exposure to the non-Blackwing,
hp CT5-V gives us hope that Cadillac still knows how to tune a performance car. We look
forward to finding out for ourselves and hope to drive the new Blackwing sedan by the end of
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Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From News. Cadillac's new performance
pinnacle is arriving soon, and it's called the CT5-V Blackwing. No, it does not have the
discontinued Blackwing engine, which briefly entered production as an option for the
now-defunct CT6 full-size luxury sedan. Fair trade, if you ask me. Cadillac claims that it didn't
make enough power. I bet it is partially that, and possibly a cost-saving measure. Why call it
Blackwing? Caddy says that Blackwing now represents the ultimate performance expression of
the brand. Either way, this upgraded LT4 is most likely the last new gasoline-powered engine
Cadillac will ever launch. The monstrous motor that out muscles practically all competitors we
see you over there, Dodge Charger Hellcat Redeye isn't even the big news. The big news is that
a Tremec-sourced six-speed manual transmission is standard. Ahem, standard. I'll give you a
moment. You done with the cigarette? If you must spend the extra cash, a high-torque capable
version of the rather excellent speed automatic transmission built by General Motors is an
option, but please, get the manual. Should you choose to shift your own gears, the manual
features short throws and a no-lift shift function, as well as automatic rev-matching. As Caddy's
chief engineer global luxury and performance cars, Brandon Vivian, said when asked about why
there's no all-wheel-drive option: "If it doesn't make the car faster on a racetrack, we don't put it
on the car. The Blackwing's big, forced-inducted V-8's extra powerâ€”28 additional horses and
29 more lb-ft of torque compared to the LT4 in the third generation CTS-V , the car the CT5-V
Blackwing mostly replacesâ€”comes primarily from a combination of a new 1. There's also a
revised oil pan and oiling strategy that Cadillac developed after a hour continuous track test in
the automatic CT5-V Blackwing, and a half as long hour continuous test of the manual version.
Cadillac is claiming mph in 3. Seems reasonable, as the CTS-V hit 60 mph in 3. The number is
for the automatic transmission car. The manual will be slower in terms of acceleration, but
Cadillac didn't say by how much. The housing for the electronically actuated limited-slip
differential e-LSD is pounds lighter. It also has a subtle V Series logo stamped on it, one of
several easter eggs hidden both inside and outside the car. The others are traction, stability,
and shock damping. Throttle response and even brake feel are altered by switching modes. New
accelerometers and inertial measurement units allow the system to monitor road conditions
four times faster than the previous generation of MRC. The handoff between rebound and
compression is said to be greatly improved, as is body control in general, especially under
heavy braking and hard cornering. The latest MRC can also account for the fluid temperature
within the dampers. Pretty slick. Hardware-wise, shock tower braces, ball joints, bushings, and
mounts have all been stiffened compared to the CT5-V. Even the rear knuckles are stronger. The
front setup uses MacPherson struts, and the rear relies on a five-link setup. The front rotors
measure in at The brakes are cooled 10 percent more efficiently than those on the CT5-V, and
the pads are free from fish-killing copper meaning Cadillac can sell Blackwings in California.
For the first time, if you so opt, you can spec carbon-ceramic rotors on the big-dog Caddy.
Coupled with new, 40 percent stiffer forged aluminum wheels that are 19 percent lighter, the
carbon-ceramic rotors help significantly reduce rotating mass by 62 pounds and unsprung
weight by 58 pounds. Magnesium wheels are coming, though Cadillac didn't say when. The tires
feature three unique rubber compounds, though the contact patch is primarily made up of R
compound material. Design-wise, the Blackwing version of the CT5-V was styled and validated
in GM's wind tunnel, and further refined on racetracks. The car's wider fenders cover up larger,
staggered wheels and tires: 19x10 inches up front, 19x11 inches at the rear. The mesh grille has
been redesigned for more airflow and better cooling and better high-speed stability. One of the
highest-pressure areas on the nose feeds the brake ducts for additional cooling. The fender

vents are functional and bleed high-pressure air from the front of the vehicle, and the front
splitter helps cancel lift. A rear trunk-mounted spoiler improves rear traction, while midbody
panels channel air to an "underwing" beneath the vehicle that helps with stability and feeds the
rear diffuser. Quad exhaust tips and extended rocker panels complete the look. There's a
carbon-fiber track package option that adds a carbon grille header a transom above the mesh
face , splitter, rocker extensions, deck spoiler, and rear valance. The carbon fiber parts were
also developed and validated in a wind tunnel before being validated on a track. All carbon fiber
parts are book-matched, both inside and out. This track-focus continues on the inside. The
carbon-fiber-backed seats-which are way adjustable, heated, cooled, and massaging-have
bolsters that are designed to make reaching the stick shift as easy as possible. Moreover, if
you're wearing a helmet, the headrest doesn't push your head forward. Yay, I love that! The
interior itself is patterned after driving suits and track curbing and is made up of leather, carbon
fiber, and Alcantara. The steering wheel is leather-wrapped and features carbon-fiber trim, as
well as a red leather 12 o'clock marker. Cadillac is simply incapable of getting into the follow the
leader game when
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it comes to sedans. Performance-wise, the Blackwing makes more power than both. The new
Porsche Panamera Turbo S makes only horses. That's five more pounds of twisting force, true,
but in a vehicle that's probably half a ton heavier. Actually, those last three would make for a
great comparison test. Point is, Cadillac is making a statement. A tremendous performance
bargain, says me. Even if you check every option, you'll still be tens of thousands of dollars
under what the Germans charge for similar performance machines, with nary a manual
transmission in sight. The first units can be reserved via Cadillac's website, and each car is
numbered on the steering wheel. Seeing as how this might well be the last new gas-powered
Cadillac ever, those of you into the buy, wrap in plastic, store for 30 years, sell at auction
retirement plan, might have just found your north star. Pun intended. Close Ad. Watch Originals.
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